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 DECREE
In October 2015, Felt Bicycles introduced an entirely new trail bike into its family: 
the Decree. Through many iterations of development and design, plus demanding 
testing and fine tuning, Felt introduced a light, stiff and incredibly capable trail bike 
with versatility for many dirt conditions. 

Felt had one goal in mind when designing the Decree: create the ultimate trail bike. 
Felt’s engineering team wanted to design a bike that had XC weight with descending 
prowess and stiffness. Through the development process, engineers discovered the 
best way to achieve this would be through Fast, one of Felt’s suspension platforms.  
FAST (Felt Active Stay Technology) offers an inherently simpler design, which results 
in fewer moving parts. This translates to increased durability (less maintenance), 
higher stiffness, and most importantly, lower weight. 

      LONG, LOW, SLACK GEOMETRY
The geometry includes a long front end, low bottom bracket height, and slack head angle 
for maximum control at speed and in steep sections. This geometry provides stability and 
confidence at high speeds.

TECH FEATURES



      INTERNAL CABLE ROUTING
The cables are all internally routed with an entrance at the head tube and an exit near  
the bottom bracket. Both sides have removable plugs to fit Di2 wires, shift cables, or 
brake hoses that can be configured to suit the rider’s needs. These features result in  
a clean, snag-free design.

     FLIP CHIPS
The geometry can be adjusted by rotating eccentric chips located in the seat stay 
pivot. By changing the orientation of these chips, the bottom bracket height will be 
raised or lowered by 10mm and the head angle will be slackened or steepened by 1 
degree. The adjustable geometry allows riders to personalize the Decree to unique 
riding styles.

     REMOVABLE FRONT DERAILLEUR MOUNT
The front derailleur mount is removable in the event the rider is using a single chainring. 
It can be replaced by a blanking plate to fill the void that is left. This delivers a clean 
appearance for riders choosing to run a 1x drive train.

     LOWERED SEAT TUBE GEOMETRY
The seat tube pivot is around 10mm lower than on previous models to allow for 
more seat post insertion on the smaller sizes. With this system, the bike fits a  
wider range of riders.

HIGH & STEEPLOW & SLACK



     FAST SUSPENSION
FAST, or Felt Active Stay Technology, is used on this frame to provide  
efficient pedaling, lighter weight, and increased stiffness.

Efficient Pedaling: In order to provide efficient pedaling, FAST relies on both ideal 
anti-squat values as well as the flexible carbon stays.  As the suspension moves away 
from the sag point in either direction, a force is created from either compressing or 
extending the stays. This force acts on the shock and helps return it back to sag.  
This provides a stable, responsive platform for pedaling.

Large Impacts: Support for large impacts is provided in two ways: decreasing 
leverage ratio and carbon flex. The leverage ratio is decreasing which makes it 
progressively harder to compress the suspension as it moves through the travel.  
The carbon stays add to this by contributing an additional spring force as they are 
extended through the travel. 

Small-Bump Sensitivity: At the top of the shock stroke, the stays are in a 
compressed state which pushes the shock toward the sag point.  This reduces  
the force required to initially compress the shock and softens the initial part of travel.  
Additionally, since the pedaling performance and large impact support are controlled 
with the linkage, the shock can be run with minimal compression damping. This frees 
the shock up to remain active and absorb the smallest of bumps. 
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Other aspects like frame geometry and suspension kinematics are important,  
but are difficult to measure (subjective). Additionally, many factors of frame design 
are interrelated, thus the best way to evaluate all aspects of a frame is through ride 
testing. Felt’s ride testing is extensive and professional athletes, product managers, 
and engineers ride the frames. Felt’s professional athletes tested the Decree in diverse 
locations and conditions including Lake Tahoe’s technical descents, the loamy dirt of the  
Pacific Northwest, and pine-covered ancient mountain trails of Mexico. 

Once the frame is ridden, feedback is collected and implemented into a new iteration 
and the process is repeated. This cycle is the most important part of developing a 
mountain bike frame. This rigorous testing cycle is the most important part of developing 
a mountain bike frame. 

      DECREE TEST METHOD
What makes a great mountain bike? The answer is usually highly subjective, based 
on what a rider feels, and varies from rider to rider. A rider will typically focus on 
experiences such as efficient pedaling, comfortable fit, or handling characteristics.  
The varying terrain and conditions of mountain biking present a challenge when 
comparing two designs to determine if one is superior to another. To accommodate  
the many variables in mountain biking, Felt’s testing process is broken down into  
two parts: objective (measurable) and subjective (based on feel).

With mountain bikes, Felt believes the most important aspects that can be measured 
(objective) are weight and stiffness. A low weight is desirable to make climbing easier 
and improve the maneuverability. Stiffness is a strong indicator and the best predictor 
of mountain bike handling performance. Stiffness can inspire confidence by making 
the bike lean into turns more predictably. It can also increase pedaling efficiency by 
decreasing the amount a frame “folds” in a horizontal plane due to pedaling forces.



The “Verdict” was the first prototype that engineers made of this new trail bike. It started as a way 

to explore the emerging 27.5” wheel size. They took an existing Felt 29" Edict alloy cross-country 

bike and modified the frame to fit around the smaller wheels. This resulted in a linkage driven, 

single pivot bike with 27.5” wheels and geometry close to that of the final Decree. Internally, 

engineers gave this bike the code-name “Verdict” because it was an Edict platform that was 

transformed into a bike that was more similar to a Virtue, Felt’s 29” full suspension mountain bike. 

The engineering team was so pleased with the pedaling performance that they ultimately 

decided to use the FAST suspension platform to best achieve the goals of this bike.  

The engineers also gave this new bike an official title of “Decree.”

The Decree alloy prototype frame was the first test mule for the Decree platform. It was 

designed in-house by Felt engineers and used existing tubes from other bikes as well as  

CNC links and parts to connect the tubes.

The purpose of this prototype was to verify the hard points such as frame geometry and  

pivot points. The frame was tested by Felt staff as well as sent out to professional athletes  

for feedback. Coincidently, the frame was welded with a slacker head angle than intended 

(67 vs. 68 deg). This turned out to be positive for the test riders and the designers made the 

decision to go with the slacker 67-degree head angle.

Although not technically a ride-able sample, the 3D printed model is a very critical step.  

It allows engineers to install parts and adjust them as if they were on a bike. It is difficult to 

get this level of fitment in CAD. If any clearance issues are discovered, engineers can make 

adjustments to the CAD model before committing to carbon molds. 

      THE DECREE DEVLOPMENT CYCLE



This first carbon sample was where engineers first got to see how the bike performed.  

The engineers conducted stiffness tests on the frame as well as test rides and it was on  

par with the stiffest bikes they have tested on their fixture.

At this point, the team also began work with RockShox on a custom shock tune. Felt engineers 

spent several days testing on the trails in nearby Laguna Canyon to find a shock setup that 

best complemented the frame. Additionally, after that tune was determined, the bikes were sent 

out to Felt pro athletes in California, Oregon and Europe who confirmed that tune was spot-on 

for global conditions. This ended up being a shock with a relatively low compression tune and 

high air volume. When paired with the progressive nature of the frame and flexible carbon 

stays, this resulted in a bike that pedaled extremely well, could withstand big hits, yet was still 

able to remain active to absorb small bumps.

Although it looks nearly identical, the second carbon sample saw several small refinements 

from the first sample that greatly improved the performance.  The flip chips were updated, 

seat post insertion was improved, transitions between some of the tubes were smoothed out, 

and the carbon layup was refined.  These small changes resulted in a frame that was 10% 

stiffer than before while increasing durability for the rider.

Following the second carbon sample testing and refinement, the Decree frame was finalized 

and prepared to go into production. The final Decree frame encompasses all of the ride 

qualities the design team wanted: stiff, light, agile and confident. The Decree offers the ultimate 

trail bike with adjustable geometry, all-conditions capabilities and an overall outstanding ride 

experience. 




